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Mahãn Hannes Jacob

Biography of Hannes Jacob:
Hannes Jacob has been working as a spiritual healer since 1990. In 2005 he became
founder and director of Fréquences Swiss School of Mediumship in Neuchâtel,
Switzerland. He holds a mediumship degree as a teacher from the Arthur Findlay
College SNU in London. Jacob teaches spiritual healing, mediumship, Therapeutic
Touch and meditation. He is SNU Approved Healer (Spiritualist National Union) and
has taught for six years at the Swiss association of parapsychology in Bern.
As of 2002 Jacob teaches at the Medical and Paramedical Center of Colombier
(CPS) in Switzerland. He studied Kriya Yoga with Swamiji Dharmananda Saraswati
Maharaj who gave him his spiritual name Mahân. He frequently goes to retreats in
Buddhist monasteries to practice silent meditation. For the past several years,
Jacob’s keen interest in modified states of consciousness allows new discoveries to
be revealed.
Many articles have been published about him in different countries. He has had
numerous TV appearances, radio interviews and has been on various lectures
circuits throughout Europe.
Press review:

Prof. Dr. Laura Martignon, Professor at the University of Education from Ludwigsburg
and scientist associate to Max Planck Institute for research and education.
This book is both a spiritual and a scientific work. The whole intent is to treat the spirit
in a dualistic conception, one in which it is time-separated as well as intimately
connected to the body. The spirit can heal the body and even bring a sense of
freedom. This book touches two interest groups. On one hand it captivates the reader
who is drawn to the esoteric and on the other, therapists and scientists; ideas which
search for explanations behind enigmatic phenomena. It is written in terminology that
is understandable by both groups. It demystifies many misconceptions and
accompanies the reader into a journey filled with magic – the magic of Life!
The descriptions of the processes occurring in the brain during special sessions of
mediumistic work have a scientific character. “The Hannes Jacob syndrome”
(Sensitive Disorder), for instance, is described in scientific language.
The book contains a large autobiographic account of the author’s life. This account is
important because it explains the origin of the author’s motivation. It also serves as
an introduction to the most relevant issues of the book.
The author describes, for instance, a particular experience connected with a dream
which prompts him to walk from Neuchatel, Switzerland to Venice, Italy. This event
became a profoundly transcending experience, with an impact beyond the realm of
the material. In the description of this journey, the reader acutely senses that a
spiritual “adventure” will also unfold and support a pilgrimage of the spirit. It can
transmit a sense of unexpected spiritual happiness.
Hannes Jacob also had another quest; namely seeking the roots of his ancestry. His
origins are Greek and he searched for familiar links within that country. He was
successful in finding his relatives through spiritual guidance – not with the traditional
methods of official documents needing administrative paperwork.
The main content of the book is dedicated to healing, distant healing, and
mediumistic activities. It includes discussions of their mechanisms and neural
correlations.
A set of EEG (Electro-Encephalogram) experiments and NIRS (Near Infra Red
Spectroscopy) experiments took place, during which the neural correlates of Jacob’s
mediumship brain activity were recorded. These experiments, conducted in
Switzerland and in Germany, clearly demonstrate phenomena of great relevance for
understanding the neural basis of mediumship. Brain activity as well as states of long
pauses were measured. These sections are extremely well illustrated. The drawings
of Olivia Boa are relevant because they facilitate the understanding of what really
transpires in these phases.
Consequently, the author demonstrates that, despite physical distance, his spiritual
energy is capable of causing distinct variations in the EEG periodical diagrams of
patients. Specifically, the frequencies measured reveal important features: they are
clearly similar to those of a person being either in a deep sleep or in a serious
pathological state (similar to an epileptic crisis) or to certain types of coma.
Furthermore, medical doctors working with Jacob confirmed that he controlled

various states of consciousness, being able to reduce his brain activity to a Delta
State within seconds. The author has empirically proved that he “touches” the patient
with his energetic treatments. In a combined EEG study a patient exhibited very
distinctive changes seen in his EEG during treatment by the author. (It should be
noted that during this treatment the patient was not in the same room with Hannes
Jacob). Furthermore, the patient had not been informed about the exact time in which
he would be treated. Nevertheless his brain reacted on “real time” throughout the
treatment and it stopped at the same second as the treatment itself. Included are the
testimonials of several doctors regarding the effect of Jacob’s healing sessions.
“The Hannes Jacob syndrome” is a cornerstone of the book. In this section the author
proposes a method for healing schizophrenic states. According to Jacob, this
condition reflects a “Sensitive Disorder”. What happens to the mind during these
altered states is actually an encounter with voices and information. These noises
continually surround us and are randomly acting on the mind. Healing, therefore,
focuses on channeling the energy of the patient for him to find a new balance.
The book relies on elements of oriental religions and schools of wisdom. The concept
of “chakra”, describing energetic centers in the body, is often used to describe a
meaningful component of body and soul. Also terms used within the Buddhist
tradition permeate his writing.
Jacob makes the claim that it is those with humility who are best suited for being a
medium. With that said, the reader will perceive that Jacob’s persona comes through
as both humble and self-conscious. His voice is strong, concise and full of conviction.
The reader will find transcriptions of channelings coming from the spirit guide
Jonathan. They are messages which are philosophical and metaphysical, inviting one
to contemplate and question life.
The content of the book also includes a workbook with practical exercises. Step-bystep instructions will encourage beginners as well as more advanced practitioners.
The book is extremely well written and clear. It is an excellent introduction to a realm
to which esoteric views and activities are often ascribed. It demonstrates that, within
the modern hectic lifestyle of our western world, one’s spiritual life has to be taken
more seriously. It invites the reader to pause and meditate – and even to pray. I
highly recommend the book for all those who are curious to learn the essentials of
the life and practices of a medium. It is also especially relevant to scientists in all
fields. The ideas presented in this book should be considered empirical proof of the
healing power of a medium.
Prof. Dr. Laura Martignon.

Tout en gardant une plume tranchante, ce livre de travail vous fournit non seulement
tous les éléments sur comment parler de manière concrète à des guides spirituels et
défunts, mais il insiste surtout sur l’adoption d’une pratique saine tant pour le corps que
l’esprit. En effet, il existe de grandes disparités dans les pratiques individuelles variant de
très saines à très nuisibles. De même, tout individu voyant des esprits ou entendant des
voix ne peut être qualifié de schizophrène, de loin pas comme nous le découvrirons !
Le lecteur cherchant à comprendre l’humain dans ses différents états de conscience
sera instruit en paroles simples et précises. Toute personne cherchant à servir autrui par
la guérison y trouvera les outils adéquats.
En parlant de la mort, ce livre nous rapproche de la vie. L’éveil est dans la pratique, et la
pratique est accessible à tout le monde. Ce qui différencie les personnes est l’envie
sincère d’y arriver.
Cet ouvrage, tout en respectant une approche méthodique, élucide l’énigme de la
sensitivité, énigme que la poésie transperce de sa magie.
« Enfin un dialogue sérieux entre la science et l’ésotérisme. »
Prof. Dr. Laura Martignon, Max Planck Institut
« J’ai beau être médium, pourtant je ne savais pas tout cela…époustouflant ! »
Maribel. Torrent, infirmière en psychiatrie
« Je suis très cartésienne mais ce livre m’intrigue sincèrement et plus je me plonge
dedans, plus je suis submergée par l’émotion ! »
Jacqueline. Tinguely, Éditrice
« Que vous soyez scientifique, thérapeute ou médium en devenir, cette œuvre est une
lecture non seulement enrichissante, mais également très saine ! »
Dr. François Moll, Psychiatre
« C’est un livre à avoir dans sa bibliothèque, une encyclopédie de la Vie ! »
Andrée Fauchère, Écrivaine
« Comme médium je côtoie le monde spirituel depuis une vingtaine d’années et je
n’aurais jamais pensé qu’un livre puisse encore renforcer ma foi…et pourtant ! »
Béatrice Gygax, Médium
Mahãn Hannes Jacob

